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BOLPF NEWS - FALL 2019
A Letter From Our President - Bill Foreman
Another Northwoods Autumn is now upon us. As I write this on October 10, the
colors are near their peak, and County Road B might just be the most beautiful road on
Earth, especially that section where it passes by the shimmering blue waters of Black Oak
Lake. We had a cold snap in September, good for mulling pumpkin wine, followed by a
return to summer-like weather, then wet and cool again with the leaves coming down in a
kaleidoscope of yellow, orange, brown and red. By this time last year, we already had our
first snowfall. The animals know that winter is coming. A moose recently visited our north
shore. Deer and turkeys are in abundance. The squirrels are planting many oak trees.
Apparently they somehow remember ninety per cent of the spots where they bury their
acorns, so the next time you see one of those little rascals perched in your bird feeder,
cheeks stuffed with stolen birdseed, know that they are gifted with a special wisdom too.
There was plenty of water this past summer on which to have maximum fun. After
our 130 inches of snow finally melted, the lake level was at a near record high, and it
remained so throughout the summer. According to Walt Bates, whose always interesting
report lies within these pages, we are just a couple inches below where we were at ice-out
last spring. This means that there is a potential for an even higher water level next year if
we have another snowy winter like last year. To the positive, we made it through another
season without Eurasian Water Milfoil. Walt, Joe Beers, Sara Beedie, Jim Fleming and Dirk
Meyer joined Dr. Susan Knight on her AIS survey in late September. If you haven’t gone on
this annual fall voyage of underwater inspection, and seen how hard Dr. Knight works to
give us informed insight about the health of our water resource, I encourage you to join
Walt’s crew next year. Dr. Knight’s comprehensive report is also inside this newsletter and
available for you to read. Special thanks go to our Clean Boats Clean Waters inspector
team, and to all of you involved in the shoreline monitoring program for protecting the lake
from aquatic invasive species for yet another year.
Our annual picnic at Conserve School was once again an unqualified success thanks
to Cindy Miller, who has done a fantastic job with this prime fundraising event. After years
of organizing the good times, Cindy is passing the picnic basket to Sharon Basten who has
graciously agreed to reprise a role she played previously. The auction committee; Galia
Vineyard, Cathy Hesselman, Dar Erickson, Cherry Lommen, Kay Fleming and Susan
Whipp, created yet another amazing event this year that raised money so critical to our
CBCW mission.Without the work of these dedicated volunteers, we would be hard pressed
to have the resources needed for our robust, successful inspection program. Many thanks
as well for the generosity of Stefan Anderson and Conserve School for hosting us at their
great venue.
(continued next page)
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President’s Letter Continues
The same sincere thanks go to John and Bonnie Clarke and Elizabeth Eaton, (and
anyone I’ve missed!), who all gave generously of their time to host fundraising events so
helpful to making our lake the best in the Northwoods.
As we look forward to 2020, there is still much to do. We believe in sharing our AIS
prevention strategy with our area sister lakes whenever possible. Toward that end, we were
able to provide nearby Forest Lake with small assistance in developing the newly formed
Forest Lake Preservation Foundation. We congratulate our neighbors and friends on their
commitment to AIS prevention. As another great year on Black Oak Lake draws to a happy
close, please remember to pay your dues, and if possible, please also consider a donation
to our Dollars For Hours program that helps keep our CBCW inspection team working to
preserve our beautiful lake.

Lake Monitors — Joe Beers
2019 has been a great year for Black Oak Lake with high water levels and wonderful
weather for residents and visitors as well. Your Lake Monitors have been in their kayaks, on
their pontoon boats and walking the lake shore looking for the invasive plants that could
forever change the lake (almost 130 hours!). After many years of news about neighboring
lakes battle to control their invasives, all of you are aware of the threat to BOL and the
importance of boat inspections and lake monitoring. Our lake survey with Dr. Knight is now
complete and Lake Monitor reports are in and no invasive have been found! We hope and
pray future results will continue to be be as positive. Finally, I want to personally thank our
lake monitors for their efforts in 2019 and in past years. Well
done!
While we have had great reports like these year after
year, we cannot get complacent. Great reports are not a
guarantee that we will not have a future problem. So, I
continue to repeat these four points:
• Watch your own shoreline for any plant growth you haven’t seen before.
• When in your power boat, slow down or avoid shallow waters that are
home to native aquatic plants.
• Avoid disturbing sediments in shallow areas.
• Encourage your guests to help preserve and protect BOL.

If you would like to volunteer to be a Lake Monitor
and can spend 3 to 6 hours next summer, please let me
know. More volunteers are needed. I encourage you to
check out wisconsinlakes.org to see the critical need to
protect our native plants and other lake issues.
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Lake Survey Fall 2019— Walt Bates / Dr. Susan Knight
Our Dr Susan Knight did her usual fall all-lake AIS survey on September 24. Once
again, we came up clean. Kudos to our loyal and dedicated team of inspectors at the
Public Beach. Dr Knight's complete report follows:
Walt Bates, Dirk Meyer, Joe Beers, Jim Fleming, Sara Beedie and I boarded Walt’s
pontoon boat on 24 September 2019 to search for aquatic invasive species, and especially
Eurasian water milfoil (EWM) on Black Oak Lake. The weather was perfect, and the
visibility was good. We found no EWM or any other invasive species.
Last year, my facilities manager at Trout Lake Station rigged up a boom to support
the Aqua Scope I use to peer into the water. This has been a spectacular improvement
over holding the viewer, which looks a bit like one of those stout backyard telescopes
(without the magnification). Usually I must hold the viewer as we motor through the water,
which is tedious and tiring. With the boom rig, the viewer was suspended from a frame
using a couple of bungie cords and a light rope, so that I just had to “steer” the Aqua
Scope. We crisscrossed the west bay and Barber’s Bay but did one pass along the north
and south shores. We were able to cover all the visible parts of the lake in just one day. As
in other years, we found some EWM look-alikes, including northern water-milfoil, water
marigold and alternate-flowered water-milfoil. I pulled up northern water-milfoil and water
marigold a few times to convince myself it was not EWM, as the northern in Black Oak
Lake (and the water marigold in other lakes) often has a reddish tinge to the uppermost
leaves and stems, as is also common with EWM. We found plenty of other native plants,
including fern-leaf pondweed, wild celery and large-leaf pondweed (“cabbage”) indicating a
healthy plant community.
Between 2015 and 2017, I saw an increase in the density and frequency of large
purple bladderwort (LPB) in the far west end of this bay. Like common bladderwort, LPB is
a carnivorous plant, and ingests small aquatic animals, especially zooplankton, to augment
its nutrient supply. Once again, the LPB was abundant in this area, though I do not feel
there was any more this year than in 2017 or 2018. LPB can become so abundant in
some lakes that it reaches nuisance levels. I have had many reports from Vilas and
Oneida County lakes about new sightings and/or nuisance levels of LPB in 2017, 2018,
and 2019. However, unlike many lakes, where LPB often forms floating rafts and can
interfere with recreation, the LPB in the west bay of Black Oak Lake remained on the
bottom and was not rafting on the surface. As with changes in clarity, I suspect the
increase in LPB is related to increased water levels.
Since the part of the bay with the dense LPB is very shallow, even an abundant
bladderwort population might not make much difference to how this part of the lake is used
and perceived by nearby homeowners and lake users. This plant does not have any roots,
and it is unlikely to persist in any other part of the lake where it would be quickly
windrowed onto shore. (cont. next page)
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Lake Survey Fall 2019— Walt Bates / Dr. Susan Knight
LPB is most common in small lakes, with little fetch, and the plant is generally restricted to
the edges of the lake. BOL is not small, but the west bay is so different from much of the lake
that it acts more like a separate small lake. It is possible/likely the LPB came in from neighboring
George Lake where it is also abundant. Walt reported that the culvert between George Lake and
Ethel Lake was clogged with debris this year so that water levels on BOL were especially high.
With the BOL beach gone and the water’s edge heading toward Highway B, the waterways were
cleared and the level on BOL dropped somewhat. With such proximity, it is not surprising
George and Black Oak share some plant species. I doubt large purple bladderwort will become a
problem in Black Oak Lake.
Barber’s Bay is the part of the lake most vulnerable to invasive plants for several reasons.
Winds are often out of the west, so winds could potentially carry invasive plants from the landing
(where they are most likely to originate) toward Barber’s Bay. This bay has a rich diversity of
native plants, which is good and bad. With such a density of natives, there is perhaps less
“room” for an invasive plant to find space to root. However, the high density and diversity also
means that aquatic plants are successful there, and likely EWM would be successful too, given a
chance to get started. We should all be especially appreciative of Dirk’s diligence in combing
Barber’s Bay many times each summer. As I noted, this bay is dense with aquatic plants and
needs the most surveillance. It is hard to pick out EWM among all those other plants. On our
survey every year, we traverse this bay more than other areas to be as sure as possible it is free
of any invasive plants. Also notable in Barber’s Bay was a terrific display of wild celery, with the
corkscrew-like stalks that tether the wild celery fruits to the parent plant. Ducks are especially
fond of wild celery fruits.
We did not see any bryozoans on our cruise this year, though I know that Joe Beers and
Walt have found them other years. Bryozoans are colonial animals, and while the colonies look
like baseball- to basketball-sized tan-ish blobs, each individual in the colony is microscopic. So,
each colony or blob is made up of thousands of individuals. These tiny animals set up a siphon
with a waving fringe of tentacles and they eat whatever gets swept into their “mouths”. These
colonies may be odd looking, but they are a sign of good water quality, and they are filtering out
bacteria, fungi and other morsels floating in the lake. The colonies will disintegrate over the
winter and resting “spores” released this fall will “hatch” and start a new colony next spring, likely
near where they were this year.
It is critically important that everyone involved in the Clean Boats Clean Waters and the Vigilante
program remain alert to invasive species throughout the open-water season. While we crisscross
the lake and look hard for invasive species, the area I am directly observing is tiny compared to
the entire lake. Everyone remembers the 2015 event when the dock removal team tried to get
onto the lake laden with EWM. Your vigilance is paramount! You are famous in the Northwoods
for being the lake most seriously guarding against the entry of invasive species. It has obviously
paid off! Remember to watch for EWM along the shoreline as well as in the water, since EWM,
should it ever occur, will likely fragment and wash up on shore. Thanks everyone and see you
next year.
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Calling All Spring 2020 Newsletter Creative Contributors! — Bill Foreman
Do you have the creative spark? Have you ever felt the urge to sculpt something
massive like Clark Griswold did as he viewed Paris from the observation deck of the Eiffel
Tower in the movie comedy “National Lampoon’s European Vacation”? If so, we are
hoping to tap into your creative side by including a new “Creativity” section in our
upcoming newsletters that encourages submissions from our many members and readers.
Your contribution can be almost anything: from lake-related stories, poems and history, to
photography, artwork, even Black Oak Lake crosswords and jumbles or recipes for
pontoon party food and cocktails. Use your imagination! Share it with the rest of us! If
anyone has ideas, thoughts or questions about how to get this potentially fun little project
off the ground, feel free to write or call me. My contact information is in the lake directory.
Otherwise, we will send out a lake-wide email once we have a deadline for the spring
newsletter to let everyone know the submission date.
Bill
Clean Boats, Clean Water — Bill Foreman
This morning I volunteered to cover the early Clean Boats Clean Waters inspection
shift at our boat launch. The shift begins at 7:00 am so that we can be on site when the
first fisherwomen and fishermen arrive. As the sun came up over the lake, the hardwoods
were ablaze with amazing fall color that changed with the rising light. The water was as
smooth as a millpond with small breezy ripples here and there in the clear, cool pine air.
Somewhere out of sight nearby, ducks were randomly quacking, and way out on the lake a
loon made its haunting morning wake up call.
Our CBCW inspectors experience the sublime natural beauty of Black Oak Lake
every day from early May until late October, and this season has been no exception. As of
this writing, October 10, I am not done reviewing and entering the SWIMS data collected
at our boat launch so far this year. With only two weeks left before ending our operations,
we have been able to maintain our robust inspection regimen of thirteen hours per day,
seven days per week. As a result, we will again exceed two thousand hours of inspection
and education time, significantly more than any other lake in the region, and very likely
more than any other inland lake in Wisconsin. Your generosity and unwavering support
make this possible.
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Clean Boats, Clean Water — Bill Foreman
As reported in detail elsewhere in this newsletter, we have once again avoided the blight of
Eurasian Water Milfoil, as well as the growing list of aquatic invasive species, like the water claritykilling spiny water flea, that are now showing up in other area lakes. The spiny water flea, a tiny
crustacean from northern Europe, is virtually impossible to detect by visual inspection. Once in the
lake, they reproduce rapidly and monopolize consumption of the zooplankton that ordinarily would be
dinner for young native fishes. There are no current options for managing infestations of spiny water
flea other than “spread prevention”, getting the word out about the need to immediately drain, fully
clean, and dry your boat and boating equipment, especially muddy anchors, before launching in
another lake. For fisher people who may be reading this, large clusters of spiny water fleas look like a
cottony mass collected on the line and eyelets of fishing poles.
Because prevention of AIS entering our lake is contingent on knowing what to look for, and
how to do it, we require our inspectors to take a free certification course every two years offered at
various locations throughout the summer by Vilas County Land & Water Conservation. While we
have been fortunate not to have any recent scares, Inspector Gary Buss found plant material on the
rollers of a trailer about a month ago. When the boater came off the lake, Inspector Buffy Schiesl
advised him about the illegality of transporting aquatic vegetation. Dr. Knight and Scott Van Egeren at
DNR reviewed photos of the sample we procured along with the SWIMS form documenting the
event, and concluded that the plant material was likely a non-invasive type of algae. Without the
continued support of all of you who so generously give your time and money to keep our lake clean
and healthy, we would not be able to maintain this level of vigilance.
Finally, I would like to note that we had three next generation Black Oakers working at the boat
launch this summer! Maddie Schad (Zane), and Justin and Bryan Hook all helped us immensely with
their CBCW inspection talents. We prioritize hiring young people with lake connections, in addition to
our long-standing local inspection staff, to cultivate the next generation of lake guardians. If you have
a late high school or college-aged child or grandchild who will be on the lake for an extended time
next summer, please have them contact me in early April 2020 if they are interested in getting paid to
spend part of their summer chilling at the beach while helping to keep our lake healthy and AIS free.
Please also remember to say hello and big thanks to John, Karl, Gary and Buffy, our crew of friendly
inspectors who take such good care of our great community water resource. See you on the lake!
BOLPF Wins LEAF Conservation Award— Bill Foreman
More good news! In August, Conserve School hosted the first annual Lowenwood Environmental
Awards and Fundraiser (LEAF). This event, which included dinner and entertainment, raises money
to support Conserve School’s “Inspiring Environmental Stewardship” program. Three local groups,
North Lakeland Discovery Center, Wilderness Lakes Trails (Black Oak Lake’s own Jim Thomas!) and
BOLPF won LEAF awards that included a certificate of award and a $250 donation from Conserve
School. Many thanks to Conserve School for recognizing the substantial efforts made by these
organizations to preserve the natural beauty and environmental health of the greater Northwoods.
Many thanks also go to all BOLPF members! This prestigious award recognizes you!
BOLPF Newsletter
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Water Report - Fall 2018

Walt Bates

Black Oak's water level continues to be high. Our level on October 10 was 49.0". It looks
like we may record the highest freeze-up level since we started recording it in 2001. This year
also saw some serious flotsam in the lake. I had a log nearly 12" in diameter and about 20 feet
long wash up on my shoreline. Imagine hitting that at high speed. Or worse, imagine hitting it on
skis or your bare feet!
Black Oak is known in water lingo as a seepage lake. That is a water body with no stream
flow in or out. Its water level depends on precipitation, evaporation and underground flow. In
2013, a summer long piezometer study showed that Black Oak is losing more water to
underground flow than gaining it. Being at such a high elevation and nearly straddling the SubContinental Divide, this is not surprising. This means that only precipitation, and a lot of it, has
been involved here over the last few years.
The Community Collaborative Rain, Hail and Snow
Network (CoCoRaHS) is a community-based network of
citizen precipitation observers, sponsored by NOAA and
The National Science Foundation, that measures and
maps precipitation throughout the country. The data is
utilized by the National Weather Service, other
meteorologists, hydrologists, farmers, insurers, etc. to
predict and map flood risk, droughts, and long-term
precipitation patterns. Phil DeLong, a teacher at
Conserve School, is a volunteer observer member of this
network and has some interesting local records to share.
The charts are endless but to make a long story short he
tells us that in the four years since the end of the drought,
precipitation is more than 35" above normal for that
period (which is like having an extra year of precipitation
fall within those four years). Quite a turnaround from the
12 years of drought, to be sure.
This near record high water level is definitely
impacting our clarity. In 2018 we were #2 in the state
behind Whitefish Lake in Douglas County. This year is not
yet known but our usual #1 position may be threatened
again.
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Black Oak Lake Preservation Foundation (BOLPF) Membership

LAST CHANCE FOR 2019!

If you have not done so already, now would be a good 5me to make your $30 payment for your 2019 Black Oak Lake Preserva5on founda5on
(BOLPF) member dues. You may also take this opportunity to get ahead on your 2020 dues…
Your BOLPF membership dues must be current to con5nue as a BOLPF member. Membership in BOLPF is on an individual basis. However,
you may join as a couple and pay dues jointly with a single vote on BOLPF maNers. Members include property owners and their adult
children, rela5ves, friends, oﬀ-lake friends and local businesses.
BOLPF is our lake associa5on, and a 501(c) (3) tax-exempt organiza5on. Dues are tax deduc5ble in the year they are paid and categorized as a
charitable dona5on. BOLPF dues are a major source for funding of our eﬀorts to prevent invasive species from gaining a foothold in our
beau5ful lake.
You may ﬁnd more BOLPF membership details here: hNp://www.blackoaklake.com/. Once on the website, you may also want to check your
personal content for accuracy, as this is the informa5on used when upda5ng the BOLPF directory.
To renew your BOLPF membership, please complete and tear oﬀ the boNom por5on of this page, make your check payable to BOLPF and mail
to the following address:
BOLPF, Inc, c/o Sue Woltman, Treasurer, 902 Meadows Rd. Geneva,IL 60134.
Alterna5vely, you can send your dues to BOLPF, Inc., PO Box 151, Land O’ Lakes, WI 54540.
You may also take this opportunity to include an addi5onal dona5on and/or get ahead on your BOLPF membership dues.
Dues being paid:

□ $30 (2019 Dues)

Addi5onal Dona5on:

$_____ Gic

□ $30 (2020 Dues)

□ $30 (20___ Dues)

$_____ Dollars for Hours

$_____ Memorial for ______________________

If you have ques5ons, you may contact Kathy Surpless, Membership Chair (kmsurpless@yahoo.com, or Sue Woltman, treasurer
(ssw902@yahoo.com)
———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
Return the bo,om por/on of this page with your check
Name of Individual or Couple_____________________________________________________ Check Number____________
Mail to BOLPF, Inc., PO Box 151, Land O’ Lakes WI 54540
Indicate how you would like your payments allocated:
□ $30 (2018 dues)
Addi5onal Dona5on:

□ $30 (2019 Dues)
$_____ Gic

BOLPF Newsletter
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$_____ Memorial for ______________________
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Fall 2019 Financial Report — Sue Woltman
A special thank you to all members, donors and friends who have so generously contributed to help
preserve our beautiful Black Oak Lake. Also a very gracious thank you to all our volunteers who do so
much to help us minimize our expenses.
Our budget is right on track for 2019. As we begin to wind up the year, we are in good
financial health as you can see
from the report to the right. Our
net worth as of October 4, 2019 is
$138,266.94. (Checking account $56,854.30 and CDs $81,422.64).
If you have not paid your 2019
dues or wish to make a donation,
especially with the year end
approaching, we would love you
to do so at any time. It is always
very much appreciated. Please
make out your check to Black Oak
Preservation Foundation and send
to me directly at Black Oak Lake
Preservation Foundation, c/o Sue
Woltman, Treasurer, 902
Meadows Rd. Geneva,IL 60134.
The PO Box is still receiving our
mail, but forwarding it to my home
address for the winter months.
Sending donations directly to me
is important if your check is being
sent from a financial institution as
the postal service may not forward
those checks.
If you have any questions, please
contact me at 630 232-4169 or
ssw902@yahoo.com
Thanks to all for your continued
support.
Sue Woltman, Treasurer
BOLPF Newsletter
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$$$

Another Successful BOLPF Auction $$$

Congratulations and a big thank you to all who make our fundraising effort a huge success.
We made $11,166.00 total. That includes the Auction Items themselves ($5,705.00), Raffle tickets ($1,005.00), Elizabeth
Eaton's/Richard Woodrow's classes ($430.00), matching funds /Dollars for hours ($3,716.00) and cash donations to buy
items ($810.00).
Special thanks go to the many who gave us cash donations so we were able to buy gift certificates from our town
merchants. This year we bought certificates from Twilight Supper Club, Bents Camp, The Dairy Maid, TJ Grizzlies, Pine
Cone Cafe, Lanny's, The Bear Trap, Dawson's Pier, LOL Service Center, Brews Pub, Gateway Lodge Restaurant, The
Alleys, Redman Supper Club and Charlie's Market. Another special thanks go to all of you who donated items, all were
wonderful. Finally, the biggest thank you goes to all of you who bid on and purchased those wonderful items. Pat yourself
on the back. Thank you, and thank you again.
More special thanks to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stefan and The Conserve School for feeding us and letting us use the wonderful facility every year. We are lucky people.
Stefan again for being our auctioneer for "a day of paying the beach monitors". (a.k.a. Hours for Dollars).
The two families who were the matching donors - Jim and Kay Fleming and Bern and Jeanne Fleming.
Elizabeth Eaton and Richard Woodrow for opening their home and teaching us "How to Felt”.
Cherry Lommen again had her jeweler make us a new charm (pine cone) this year, and I think we sold out of them.
Mark and Chris Gostisha at The Country Store again generously donated wines,.
The Twilight Supper Club gave an extra donation on top of the certificate we purchased.

If you missed the picnic this year, you missed a good one! Remember what this fundraising is for - protecting and
preserving Black Oak Lake for all to enjoy.
Thank you again,
Galia Vineyard, Dar Erickson, Kay Fleming, Cherry Lommen and Susie Whipp.

Find out more today at
https://vclra.org/
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The Black Oak Lake Preservation Fund Board:
President:
Vice President:
Treasurer:
Recording Secretary:
Corresponding Secretary:
Past President:
Board Members:
Kathy Kelly (Surpless)
Donna Barber
Luke Hattenhauer
Barbara Annin
Chris Hook

Bill Foreman
Bonnie Clark
Sue Woltman
Jessica Braun
Cindy Miller
Jim Fleming

Hey Black Oak Residents!
Have something to sell?
Boats, skis, wakeboards,
furniture, anything?
List it in the Black Oak
website
(www.blackoaklake.com >
Residents and Visitors >
Classified Ads). Send your
items to Walt Bates
(waterbirds@aol.com) for
posting.

Why not take a moment and make a tax free donation to $ for hours or Gifts & Memorials for 2019?

Have a great winter everyone — see you at Black Oak next summer!
Chris
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